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PUC £1 Printed in Blue Ink
Enschedé Guildhall sheets sold in a limited edition

The Postal Union Congress £1 is one of the most
desired of all British stamps. It was issued in 1929
to commemorate the ninth Congress held in London.

50 copies of the facsimile sheets of four stamps that
had been printed by Enschedé at the Empire Mail:
George V and the GPO exhibition were made
available to purchase from the BPMA from 13
December 2010. The price was £50, plus £4 to
cover the cost of Special Delivery. They came with
a uniquely numbered insert and all profits will be
used to help further the important work of BPMA.

There was a great deal of interest in these sheets and
sales enquiries were coming in from around the
world, as a result of which they quickly sold out.

This is a  lovely souvenir of a great exhibition and is
sure to be treasured by the few lucky purchasers.* 
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Above - Face and reverse of the numbered
insert card that accompanied each sheet.

Alongside - The sheet was printed on thick
card torn from much larger sheets, hence
the depiction of uneven edges.

Below - Enlargement of a single stamp that
has been electronically cropped from the
full sheet to reveal the fine detail of the
engraving.



00p Value Machin Stamps
Colour standards for use in ink shade matching

These dummy stamps surfaced on the philatelic
market in 2007 and have been given many different
descriptions since that time in dealer lists, auctions
and the like, e.g.:
 Printer - Enschedé, Walsall, De La Rue, Harrison, Questa.
 Type - Error of value(!), Chinese forgeries,  colour trials, proofs.
 Printing Method - Litho, photogravure.

The truth is that they are gravure colour standards
printed by De La Rue when at Byfleet and
circulated to Royal Mail's Machin stamp print
suppliers to ensure that a colour match could be
achieved by each printer and for each print run.

I understand that the initial print run (pre-2003) was
supplied imperforate, the second run (circa 2003) is
illustrated here and are perforated 14.75 x 14 with
ellipses, while a third run replaced these once Royal
Mail Specification (RMS) paper had been
introduced in 2005. Types one and three are not
believed to be in the hands of collectors. Prices vary
greatly, but seem to have generally settled at around
the £120 mark per stamp, with examples of far
cheaper and far dearer not being unusual.

Marginal or joined copies are unrecorded. The sheet
format is thought to be three rows of three stamps,
as previously used by Harrison for its testing labels
and probably continued by DLR when they bought
the company. A Harrison sheet (with much larger
unprinted margins cropped from the scan) is below.

I have slowly been amassing scans of each value
from many sources on the Internet since they first

            Amethyst      Ash Pink

     Bright Pink   Cobalt Blue       Dark Blue          Dark Brown

    Dark Green    Dark Grey     Dark Maroon    Dark Turquoise

 Emerald Green      Flame                Grey Blue           Light Blue

    Light Green   Light Grey        Light Tan           Lime Green

       Mauve           Old Gold      Olive Green     Orange

        Purple                Red                   Rust          Sage Green

   Salmon Pink        Sand               Sea Green        Shocking Pink

    Slate Blue             Stone               Terracotta   Ultramarine
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An article on the 00p stamps
by Gerry Fisk appeared in
MBPCs journal The Bookmark
in October 2007.

The colour names used here
are from Douglas Myall's The
Complete Deegam Machin
Handbook. Be sure to visit his
website www.deegam.com to
buy the award-winning hand-
book on every aspect of
Machin definitive stamps.

appeared and I can at
last illustrate all 34
recorded colours. * 

Note that the various scanners used
by the vendors has not always
preserved the exact colour shade.



The Royal Philatelic Society London has an invaluable website at www.rpslcatalogue.org.uk that will, in
time, list all of the Society's archives, artefacts and printed material, fully searchable both at 41 Devonshire
Place, its London home, and with selected material made available through the Internet, including some for
non-members.

The facility that has really taken off is the usage of the cumulative indexes, and the resultant hits through to
society websites. An astonishing number of links were passed through to other societies in 2010 and Dummy
Stamps came in at a very respectable position 20 in the list of the most popular sites visited, with an average
of 21.6 visits per month being redirected from the RPSL Catalogue website.

If you are one of these collectors that found us this way, then I hope that you will have benefited from your
visit and that you may consider being a regular subscriber to this free newsletter by dropping me a line. See

"...and finally" at the end of each publication for details. There should be no more than six emails from me in
any calendar year and your details are never passed on to anyone else, with all emails 'blind copied' (also
known as the 'bcc' facility), thus maintaining your privacy. Subscribers are sent a link when the latest issue
is available and file sizes and the number of pages are advised enabling you to decide whether to download,
print-off, or simply view on-screen. This stops your inbox being filled with data.  You can unsubscribe at
any time with ease. *
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The American Equivalent to Dummy Stamps
Long-term readers of Dummy Stamps will recall that I was inspired by the American Dummy News and Views

Issue 21 of Dummy News and Views was recently
made available online, along with the previous 20
issues, at www.usstamps.org/dssg.html

This is an excellent publication that covers the U.S.
equivalent philatelic material to that contained within
DS . Its masthead design is depicted alongside.

The Welcome statement reads: "This newsletter is produced quarterly by the United States Stamp Society’s
Dummy Stamps Study Group for your information and pleasure. We hope that the information included in
this newsletter will be informative, useful and encourage your enjoyment of collecting dummy/test stamps.
Our goal is to keep you up-to-date with the latest information available to our group. Questions, comments
and articles proposed for publication should be directed to Terry R. Scott, Chairman of the Dummy Stamps
Study Group at trs@napanet.net"

The latest issue contains discoveries by DSSG members, useful auction price realisations and details of
recent articles appearing elsewhere. Typical US dummy stamps appear below, but not depicted at same scale.

If your collecting interests extend to America, then I highly commend this free publication to you. *

The Royal Philatelic Society London and its Catalogue Website
The Dummy Stamps newsletters were accessed 212 times in nine months via the RPSL Catalogue website



These designs were never destined to be issued
by the Guernsey Post Office, but are fascinating
because they depict the story of how Guernsey's
wartime stamps were designed and printed.

The Guernsey Press Company of St Peter Port
were the producers and, indeed, they printed the
commemorative stamp booklet issued 50 years
later in 1991 (but not the issued stamps within,
which were produced by BDT in Dublin in three
sheetlets of three stamps with details of each
wartime value and quantities in the margins).

Graphic designer Tony Theobald had submitted
these six designs which I consider to be of great
interest to collectors. The three issued stamps,
above, were by the late Clive Abbott .

It is pleasing that Guernsey Post used Tony's
unadopted designs on the interleaving of the
commemorative stamp booklet, which depict the

six main procedures that were involved in
preparing the stamps for issue under what were
clearly difficult wartime occupation conditions.

The cover of the booklet is illustrated above to
identify it to anyone wanting a copy. Available
from dealers, but no longer from Guernsey Post.

Guernsey issues many interesting stamps, but for
me none more so than this booklet, which I have
only recently 'discovered'. *
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Guernsey Occupation 50 Years On ~ What Might Have Been in 1991
While not dummy stamps, these unadopted designs  tell the story of stamp production under wartime conditions

All illustrations on this page are © Guernsey Post Ltd and are
reproduced here with its kind permission.

Visit www.guernseystamps.com to see current issues.

Design and artwork preparation. Mounting bromide to make negative.

Cleaning and polishing the plate. Gumming stamp sheets by brush.

The sheets are rouletted.The stamps are printed.



Bruckmann of Munich
KEVII Dummy Stamps
Exciting "new" finds reach the British market

King Edward VII dummy stamps of the one penny
design have surfaced (as reported by me in DS10)
and are currently being marketed by Rushstamps
(www.rushstamps.co.uk) who state in their advert:
    "They were produced almost 100 years ago in 1913 and then re-
discovered 7 years ago in an auction in Germany. These British King
Edward VII trial 1d stamps were printed in deep blue, imperforated and
on gummed paper using the multiple “zig zag” watermarked paper as
used for 19th Century Bavarian stamps in small sheets of 25 with wide
margins.
    "Bruckman (sic) of Munich, the German printers, wanted to tender
for the contracts to produce British stamps on their new Heidelberg
machines. They used Edward VII stamps during the reign of King
George V to protect the Post Office revenue so they could not be used
for postage – and additionally these ‘sample stamps’ were produced
slightly oversize also to detract from possible usage. With the outbreak
of World War I imminent negotiations were cancelled.
    "In April 2008 a single copy was sold by Apex Auctions of Surrey for
£240 plus 15% buyers premium (£276!). The cheapest Edward VII trial
stamps listed by Stanley Gibbons start at £1500 each! and generally
realise full catalogue or over. Fully authenticated with a DAVID
BRANDON certificate."

I struggled to believe that a German printer thought
that they could win the contract to print British
stamps, much less that "...imminent negotiations
were cancelled.", so I set about trying to find
information that might help clarify this.

F Bruckmann AG of Munich is mentioned at
www.metropostcards.com : "A major printing and publishing
house founded in 1858 in Frankfurt by Friedrich Bruckmann, a classical
art scholar. In addition to high quality picture books they produced
maps, calendars, brochures, and postcards."

I state in DS11: "The first ever photogravure stamps were issued
by Bavaria in 1914 and were printed by F Bruckmann, who utilised a
screened photogravure cell structure."
The company had actually started using the photo-
gravure process for non-stamp work from 1903 and
were the first company in Germany to do so.

Interestingly, Bruckmann produced a similar item to
the KEVII trial for America. An (unrecorded)
auction sale listing states : "(5c) Washington brown photo-
etching test stamp on wove paper, wide right sheet margin block of
twelve (6x2) with ample to large margins on the other three sides, left
block of four with natural pre-printing paper creases, otherwise fresh
and Very Fine; only 372 stamps exist in private hands. The photo-
etching process was tested by the firm of Bruckmann A.G. of Munich,
Germany. A photographic negative was used to etch the image on an
intaglio metal plate. A defaced design of the then current 5c
Washington was utilized, probably in hopes of showing a saleable
product to the U.S. Post Office Department.”

So, maybe Bruckmann did try to tender for British
stamp production, for it is clear that they were a
major printing house.  If any reader can add to this
story, then I will share the information next time.

Towards the end of 2010, mirror images of the blue
stamps in red or black started appearing for sale via
other stamp dealers and, again, they have been
described as being part of the Bruckmann stamp
tendering process. No further information is known
about these two interesting "new" items.

Update: In January 2011, Rushstamps began selling
unwatermarked versions of the blue dummy stamps
in an otherwise identical printing to the water-
marked equivalent. *
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Mirror-images of printings in black and red (much
scarcer than black). Note the guide dots and that

the design area is larger (23mm W x 27mm H) than
the blue versions (21mm W x 25mm H) above.

The watermark used on the blue dummy stamp and a
typical Bavarian stamp of period that used this watermark.



Feedback from DS19
Many thanks...

Issue 19 of DS produced more feedback and new
finds than any previous number and I am grateful to
everyone who has added to our history and
knowledge of these interesting items.  If feedback
continues at this rate, you, the readership, could
well be compiling every page for me!

This inter-action is the primary reason why I
produce DS and proves to me that this area of
collecting has a strong following.  Indeed, the 75th
subscriber has just registered, which may not seem
a lot, but for such a specialised field is acceptable,
especially as many more read the newsletter by
simply downloading it without ever registering.

Coronation  Labels, 1937
"Further to your coverage of the above in DS13,
I attach scans which add to the information.

The scans show the insert card and the envelope in
which the sheetlets were sold. I know you will be
aware of other souvenir issues..." (The 'other issues'
mentioned were by Vallancey and Parkshaw and are
not shown here as they are outside of the scope of
this publication.)
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Feedback from DS19 ...continued

Waterlow Britannia Head Design
I had previously seen the perforated version in a reddish colour, but thanks to a reader  I can now also
illustrate the imperforate version in brown ink and record that they were printed in sheets of 60 labels.

Can anyone put an approximate date on these two items, please?
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Feedback from DS19 ...continued

1975 Turner Paintings with Defacing Bars

A further set from 1975 cancelled for publicity use.

Harrison Booklet Pane
A reader kindly made me aware of an attractive
complete booklet pane on offer by stamp dealer
Candlish McCleery in his February 2011 sales list
(go to www.candlishmccleery.com).

The offer read:
"1912 Harrison & Sons trial booklet pane. A complete u/m trial booklet
pane of six (P perf) in plum excised from a trial booklet with plain red
covers inscribed on front "I H&S 13/7/12". Rare! £595"

A poor quality scan, but it gives an idea
of what the item looks like.

Waterlow BEE Label Plates

The Palace of Engineering labels produced by
Waterlow & Sons for the British Empire Exhibition
in 1924 and 1925 were recently featured in DS.
    I have been reminded by a reader that he had seen
the plates for these, both single image and full sheet
versions, in a well-known philatelic book, although
neither of us can recall in what book they appeared.
    However, I had previously scanned the images,
so can at least illustrate them here. I will publish the
title of the book in due course if I ever recall it. * 

Close-up of the single image revealing that it is the
U851 stand number version from 1925.

The cancelling bars on each
stamp were applied by
Harrison in a limited
overprinting run by the
letterpress process.

The stamps were not
cancelled by a fibre-tipped
pen, unlike some modern
P.O. training stamps.



Feedback from DS19 continued...

Waterlow Travelling Salesman's Sample Sheet

Rembrandt Intaglio Printing Company
This printer has always fascinated me, so to receive
not just the colour image that I requested, but others
too was a real bonus.  For a history of Rembrandt
and others in the once mighty Sun Printers group
visit www.sunprintershistory.com
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Early Photogravure Harrison Label
"This is quite scarce compared with its letterpress
equivalents."  This is true, as prices over the past
couple of years have risen from £15 to £40 and
latest prices are around the £95 mark.

Royal Visit to Harrison & Sons
"This is a three-part
card for the visit of
Her Majesty The
Queen and His
Royal Highness
Prince Philip The
Duke of Edinburgh
to Harrison  & Sons
Limited, High
Wycombe on Tuesday
30th May 1972."

Note that the stamps
depicted on the card
are real.
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Feedback from DS19 ...continued

Outside front cover (right)
scanned to a different
scale to the inside of
this item

Inside spread (below)



De La Rue Christmas Card
"One answer to your question re DLR greetings card.
The image on the front of the card was created as a
card (not as far as I knew as a greetings card) in
1955 to celebrate DLR’s centenary of producing GB
postage stamps."

Children in Need
"Further to your reference to the above in DS15,
I attach a scan of an FDC for 1986 which may be of
interest."

It certainly is. Note how the printer is Harrison and
the designer Clive Abbot, while Cotswold Covers
were the producers. I wonder if presentation packs
also exist, as with the DS15 item?

Waddington Pop Stamps
"Re your article in DS19 re Pop Stars. I have similar
stamps depicting the Dave Clark Five, Dave Clark
on his own and the group Manfred Mann.

The Dave Clark Five stamp is on a posted cover
marked 'First Day Cover' and dated 18-5-1965. It
also bears an '8d to pay posted unpaid' cachet."

There is nothing to prove - or disprove - that the
18 May 1965 was the first day of issue for this
dummy stamp, but the era would certainly imply
that it could well be correct. I wonder if every Pop
Stamp was issued on that day, or over a period?

KGV Stamp Display
"One point, on the Cinderella display (which was
brilliant) - in the top right corner of sheet 2.1 you
have a block of four on coarse brownish paper.

"A quantity of these came on the market many years
ago and have had various descriptions as to what
they represented - usually perforation trials. I
showed some to Len Young at Grover's some years
ago, and he immediately said it was 'perforators
waste'. He said if the machine was left for any
length of time the gummed 'holes' from the
perforation tended to 'set' in the die plate and this
type of paper was run through to clear the waste.

"Sounded reasonable to me, so I pass it on."
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Feedback from DS19 ...continued

The Dave Clark
Five band



Stamp Advisory Committee Visit to Walsall, 1989
Dr Jean Alexander writes: "With reference to the CASCO sheet, a similar item was presented  to members of
the Stamp Advisory Committee after a tour of the factory and a special lunch to commemorate the printing
of Walsall's first booklet for Royal Mail. I think it was one in the Dickens series and a proof sheet signed by
several of us is held in the philatelic archives at BPMA." This is an interesting souvenir of a special day in
WSPs history and one that I had not heard of previously. * 
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 

Feedback from DS19 ...continued

Dr Alexander
signing a proof
sheet of booklet
definitive stamps
during her VIP
visit to Walsall
Security Printers
In January 1989.


